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Abstract. In this tutorial paper, we present the current state of VyPR,
a framework for the performance analysis of Python-based web services.
We begin by summarising our theoretical contributions which take the
form of an engineer-friendly specification language; instrumentation and
monitoring algorithms; and an approach for explanation of property violations. We then summarise the VyPR ecosystem, which includes an
intuitive library for writing specifications and powerful tools for analysing
monitoring results. We conclude with a brief description of how VyPR
was used to improve our understanding of the performance of a critical
web service at the CMS Experiment at CERN.

1

Making a Start with Performance Analysis

Understanding a program’s performance precisely is vital, especially when the
program performs critical activities or fulfils a wide range of use cases. Analysing
the performance of a program involves two key steps: determination of expected
performance, and investigation when performance deviates from expectation.
To address the first step, we must construct an appropriate definition of the
performance of a program. Such a definition usually depends on the category
into which the program fits. For example, the program may perform a lot of computation with heavy memory operations and complex control-flow. In this case,
performance may be characterised by the time taken to compute a result, along
with paths taken through control-flow. Alternatively, the program in question
may communicate frequently over a network, in which case a characterisation
of its performance may be in terms of the network’s stability and the latency
experienced with respect to the data being transferred.
In this work, the outcome of the first step is a specification of the performance
expectations, based on a combination of data from previous program runs and
engineers’ intuition, that can be checked during future program runs. Further,
the systems with which we concern ourselves are Python-based web services.
This allows us to investigate the performance of critical services employed at
the CMS Experiment at CERN. We remark that we do not currently consider
performance in the context of parallelism.
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To address the second step, we need a way to determine what caused deviations from expected performance. In this work we call this process explanation,
the definition of which also depends on the type of program being analysed and
the domain in which it operates.
This paper summarises our efforts so far to introduce 1) a new body of
theoretical work for performance analysis of programs that is based on Runtime
Verification and 2) the implementation of a framework based on this theoretical
work. The summary is as follows:
– In Section 2, we review existing work to frame our contributions to both the
Software Engineering and Runtime Verification (RV) communities.
– In Section 3, we describe our theoretical body of work. We begin with an
introduction to our specification language along with efficient instrumentation and monitoring algorithms that it admits [32]. We then introduce our
approach for explaining violations of properties written in our specification
language [31].
– In Section 4, we present VyPR [33,30], a framework for the performance
analysis of Python web services. We developed VyPR at the CMS Experiment at CERN based on our theoretical contributions. VyPR marks a significant effort to establish RV as a software development tool.
– In Section 5, we give details of VyPR’s analysis tools [30], which consist of
a web application and a Python-based library.
– In Section 6, we give a step-by-step reproduction of an investigation that
found interesting performance of critical software at the CMS Experiment.
This paper accompanies a tutorial delivered at the International Conference
on Runtime Verification 2020, the materials for which can be found at http:
//pyvypr.github.io/home/rv2020-tutorial/.

2

Existing Techniques for Performance Analysis

We review well-established profiling techniques, work from the RV community
that considers timing behaviour and work from the Software Engineering community on performance data visualisation.
2.1

Profiling

One of the most popular performance analysis techniques for Python, as for most
languages, is profiling. Profilers record a quantity in which a software engineer
is interested, which is usually the time taken by some operation. For example,
if a software engineer wanted to understand the behaviour of a function f in a
Python program, a profiling tool such as cProfiler [2] (a deterministic profiler
[14]) could be attached. The engineer would then have the task of finding the
data relevant to the function f in the pile of data generated by the profiler. While
this search is not too much of a problem (in fact there are tools to help with
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this [1]), the overhead often is. This is mainly because naive profiling of entire
Python programs often relies on tracing [13], which involves attaching a function
with a specific signature to the Python interpreter and collecting data each time
a relevant event is observed. To counter this overhead, statistical profilers [5] are
sometimes used.
While these approaches are commonly used and well catered for by the standard Python interpreter (CPython [12]), they suffer from drawbacks when one
needs to analyse anything other than the time taken by a function each time it
is called. If one needs to check whether a constraint holds that relates multiple
quantities, offline analysis quickly becomes more difficult and error-prone.
This is one of the first advantages that VyPR brings. That is, VyPR’s rich
specification language allows measurement and comparison of multiple quantities at runtime, including the time taken by various operations and (properties
of) values held by variables. Further, rather than using tracing, VyPR instruments code based on specifications which reduces overhead. Finally, VyPR’s
offline analysis tools allow engineers to carry out detailed analyses, including
inter-procedural analysis, inter-machine analysis and path comparison for determination of root causes of performance problems.
2.2

Runtime Verification for Performance Analysis

The existing work in RV that could be used in performance analysis is necessarily
that which considers the timing behaviour of the system being monitored. Since
approaches in RV can be characterised, at least in part, by their specification
language, we focus on the languages which can reason about time [34].
The collection of specification languages introduced or adapted by the RV
community includes temporal logics [40,38,20,15], rule systems [18], stream logics
[29], event-processing logics [36] and automata [17,23]. The situations in which
each can be used depend on their semantics and expressiveness.
As a first example that can reason about time, we take Metric Temporal
Logic (MTL) [38], which extends Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [40] with intervals
attached to modal operators. In MTL one can write a formula such as φ U[0,5] ψ
to mean that φ should hold for at most 5 units of time until ψ holds. There is also
Timed Linear Temporal Logic (TLTL) [20], which extends LTL with operators
that allow one to place constraints on how long since or until some observation
was or will be made. Automata are used in settings both with [17] and without
[23] time. In other RV work, automata are used only in the synthesis of monitors
for specifications written in timed logics [20]. Stream logics, rule systems and
event-processing systems are all capable of reasoning about time [29,18,36].
Despite the existing work on timed specification languages, we highlight that
those which can reason about time (and are intended for the same setting as
our work) tend to have a high level of abstraction with respect to the code
being monitored. While this allows specification languages to be more expressive,
it creates two problems. First, the software engineer becomes responsible for
maintaining a mapping from the program being monitored to the symbols in the
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specification. Second, it makes interpretation of specifications difficult because
a mapping must be considered at the same time.
We have previously called the combination of these problems the separation
problem [32]. In the same work, we introduced a new specification language,
Control-Flow Temporal Logic (CFTL). CFTL formulas are low-level, meaning
that they require only the source code of the monitored program to make sense.
While formulas must then be changed with the program source code, we remark
that this has faced no resistance in practice. Further, we highlight that this fits in
with RV’s role as a complement to testing in the software development process.
Explanation of property violations has received little attention, though there
has been some interest in recent years (our work on explanation of CFTL violations [31]; work on trace edit-distances [41]; explanation in Cyber-Physical
Systems [19] and the use of temporal implicants [35]). Outside of RV the Fault
Localisation [24,25,45,46,43] and Model Checking [22,28,44,16] communities have
made significant contributions.
2.3

Performance Data Visualisation

Our experience has shown that effective presentation of data obtained by monitoring at runtime is as important as the specification and monitoring processes
themselves. However most existing work on visualising performance data and
runtime analytics is done outside RV and focuses on data obtained by methods
other than formal verification [21,27,26].
Despite the lack of integration with formal verification, a key trend is the
display of performance data in the context of the source code that generated it.
The web-based analysis environment that we provide visualises data recorded by
VyPR alongside the source code, similarly to contributions from the Software
Engineering community. The key difference is that we have not yet looked at
displaying performance data directly in the IDE because we have not yet needed
to.

3

An Engineer-friendly Specification Language

Our main goal is to provide a framework with which software engineers can
easily analyse the performance of their programs with minimal disruption to
their existing development process. This gives rise to the requirement that, if we
use a formal specification language, such a language should make the transition
from natural language to formal specification as smooth as possible. Here, we give
a brief description of our language (Control-Flow Temporal Logic (CFTL)) with
its semantics; and our instrumentation, monitoring and explanation approaches.
For full details, the reader can refer to [31,32,33].
3.1

A Representation of Programs

We consider a program P whose performance we want to analyse, written in
a subset of the Python language defined in [32]. Our first step is to introduce
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Fig. 1. A Python program with a for-loop with its symbolic control-flow graph.

a representation of the program P on which both the CFTL semantics and
our instrumentation approach are based. We would like engineers to be able
to reason about 1) the states created during a run of P by instructions such
as assignments and function calls; and 2) the transitions that occur to move
between such states. Since we need to consider instrumentation, which in this
work we assume happens strictly before runtime, we need pre-runtime analogues
of these states. We call these symbolic states. A symbolic state σ is a pair hρ, mi
for ρ a unique identifier of the statement in the source code that generated the
symbolic state and m a map from each program variable/function to a status in
{undefined, changed, unchanged, called}.
We then represent a program P as a directed graph whose vertices are these
symbolic states, with edges representing instructions that could move the program from one state to another. We call such a graph a symbolic control-flow
graph, denote it by SCFG(P ) and give an example in Figure 1.

3.2

A Representation of Program Runs

We now introduce the structures over which CFTL semantics are defined, that
is, our representations of program runs. To help us later with instrumentation,
a representation of a run of our program P should be seen as a path through
SCFG(P ), the symbolic control-flow graph of P . To this path, we can add information from runtime, such as variable values and timestamps. We do this
by augmenting symbolic states to give their runtime analogue, concrete states.
A concrete state is a triple hσ, v, ti for σ a symbolic state, v a map from each
program variable/function to a value and t a real-numbered timestamp. We can
now represent a program run by a sequence of concrete states, which we call a
dynamic run and denote by D. Further, these dynamic runs have the required
property that each concrete state can be associated with a symbolic state, meaning that each dynamic run forms a path through a symbolic control-flow graph.
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authenticated = ch eck_authentication ()
if authenticated :
in = get_auth_data ()
results = query ("..." , in )
if not results :
query ("..." , in )
else :
in = get_non_auth_data ()
results = query ("..." , in )
Fig. 2. A sample Python program.

3.3

Control-Flow Temporal Logic

Control-Flow Temporal Logic (CFTL) is a linear time, temporal logic designed
for writing specifications over low-level program behaviour (at the line-of-code
level). We achieve this by defining its semantics over dynamic runs, which are
detailed representations of program runs. CFTL formulas are in prenex normalform, so consist of two parts: the quantifiers, and the inner-most quantifier-free
formula. Finally, when a dynamic run D satisfies a CFTL formula ϕ, we write
D |= ϕ.
For brevity, instead of giving the full syntax, which can be found in [32], we
consider the sample program in Figure 2 and give examples of CFTL formulas
that express properties over this program.
A simple constraint over call durations. We can express the constraint that no
call to query should ever take more than 2 seconds by writing
∀c ∈ calls(query) : duration(c) ≤ 2
In this case, the quantifier ∀c ∈ calls(query) identifies all pairs of concrete states
in a dynamic run such that, in the second concrete state, the function query has
just been called. We call c a variable and calls(query) a predicate. The quantifierfree part of the formula then uses CFTL’s duration operator. This operator takes
the difference of the timestamps associated with the pair of concrete states identified by the quantifier. The final step is to assert that the observed duration is
less than or equal to 2.
Place a constraint, but only in a certain case. One might want to constrain the
time taken by every call to query in the future, but only if authenticated was
set to True. To capture this property, one could write
∀s ∈ changes(authenticated) : ∀c ∈ future(s, calls(query)) :
s(authenticated) = True =⇒ duration(c) < 2
To form the second quantifier, we use CFTL’s future operator to identify all
occurrences of an event after whatever is identified by the preceding quantifier.
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In this case, for each change of the variable authenticated, every future call of
the function query after that will be identified. Then, for each pair formed by
this process, the quantifier-free part of the formula will be evaluated.
Place a constraint on the time between points. Consider the constraint that the
time taken to reach the next state in which results has been changed after the
change of authenticated should be less than a certain value. With CFTL, one
could write
∀s ∈ changes(authenticated) : timeBetween(s, next(s, changes(results))) < 1
In this formula, we quantify over changes of authenticated and then, in the
quantifier-free part, we introduce two new features of CFTL. The first is the next
operator, which takes a variable along with a predicate and gives the next part
of the dynamic run being considered which satisfies the predicate. The second
new idea is the timeBetween operator, which takes two parts of the dynamic run
and measures the time between them.
Place a constraint relating two measurements. Often, the time taken by some
function call relates to the size of its input. For example, one might want to
express the requirement that each call of the function query takes no more than
0.8 times the length of its input variable in. Then this could be expressed in
CFTL by
∀c ∈ calls(query) : duration(c) ≤ length(source(c)(in)) × 0.8
3.4

Instrumentation

Consider the situation in which a monitoring algorithm must decide whether the
formula ∀c ∈ calls(query) : duration(c) ≤ 2 holds or not, given a dynamic run
generated by the program in Figure 2. Such a dynamic run would contain much
more information than is needed to decide whether this formula holds. Hence,
when the monitoring algorithm tries to process the dynamic run, it would first
have to decide whether each concrete state was useful. In this case, most of the
information in the dynamic run would be useless, and a large amount of the
work done by the monitoring algorithm would be to conclude as such.
Our instrumentation approach involves 1) ensuring that the dynamic run
extracted from the running program includes only the concrete states relevant
to a formula by determining a subset of critical symbolic states before runtime;
and 2) speeding up certain lookup processes that monitoring must perform when
it has observed something that it needs.
Ensuring extraction of a conservative dynamic run is achieved with two steps.
First, we inspect the quantifiers to determine points of interest in the program,
and then we inspect the quantifier-free part of the formula to determine where
measurements need to be taken. As an example, consider again the specification
∀s ∈ changes(authenticated) : timeBetween(s, next(s, changes(results))) < 1
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Determining points of interest. We first inspect the quantifiers and see that,
based on ∀s ∈ changes(authenticated), we need to find all symbolic states in
the symbolic control-flow graph in which the variable authenticated has just
been changed. In this case, we treat authenticated as a local primitive-type
variable, so we do not consider side-effects from impure functions.
Determining instrumentation points. Once the set of points of interest has been
derived, we inspect the quantifier-free part of the formula. In this case, we have
a single constraint over multiple quantities that must be measured at runtime.
In inspecting the timeBetween operator, we see that the first argument is the
variable s, which refers to a concrete state in which the variable authenticated
has just been changed. Hence, s refers directly to the points of interest that
we have already determined, so we include these in our set of critical symbolic
states.
Next, we have next(s, changes(results)), which refers to the next concrete
state in which results was changed after authenticated was changed. Since
when we perform instrumentation we often cannot be sure of the branches taken
at runtime, we must follow the symbolic control-flow graph from each of the
points of interest to determine each possible next change of results.
Correctness. Informally, instrumentation is correct when the dynamic run without instrumentation satisfies a CFTL formula if and only if the dynamic run
with only concrete states included by instrumentation also satisfies it [32].

3.5

Monitoring

The problem that we must solve in monitoring is that of determining whether a
dynamic run satisfies a CFTL formula, given incremental updates to the dynamic
run (otherwise known as online monitoring).
Our monitoring approach is helped significantly by instrumentation, in that
the input dynamic run is both reduced and structured by it. In particular, our
instrumentation approach involves constructing a tree that allows our monitoring
algorithm to quickly determine in what way some information from a dynamic
run with instrumentation is relevant to the property being monitored [33].
When checking a dynamic run for satisfaction of a formula, our monitoring
algorithm maintains an and-or formula tree (with extra structure to cope with
CFTL formulas) for every part of the dynamic run that is identified by the
formula’s quantifiers. As more of the dynamic run is processed, the relevant
formula trees are updated until they collapse to a truth value. The result of
monitoring is then, as expected, the conjunction of these truth values. In the
case that a formula tree was not collapsed because the dynamic run did not
contain enough information, a number of policies could be implemented, though
in practice we opt for discarding such formula trees.
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Explanation by Path Comparison

We now summarise the extension of our work on CFTL to explaining why runs
of a program did not satisfy a property, addressing the need identified in [42].
The full details are given in [31].
In that work, we first highlighted that dynamic runs with instrumentation
applied may have the problem that their precise path through a symbolic controlflow graph can no longer be determined. Our solution to this was to modify our
instrumentation process to ensure that enough concrete states are included in
dynamic runs to allow the precise path taken to be reconstructed.
Once we can obtain the exact program path taken by a dynamic run in
the form of a sequence of edges from a symbolic control-flow graph, our key
contribution is a formalism for comparison of multiple paths. We assume that
these dynamic runs generated different verdicts with respect to a CFTL property.
To enable comparison, we introduced a new technique that identifies points of
disagreement in sets of paths and enables comparison of how the paths disagreed.
To achieve this, we represent the regions over which paths disagree by path
parameters and say that each path gives each of these parameters a value with
the sub-path that it took in that region.
Finally, we extended this comparison of paths to take full advantage of
CFTL’s semantics. This extension enables analyses such as comparison of paths
between two statements at which measurements were taken for a specification.
Ultimately, this paves the way for identification of problematic regions of code
based on monitoring results.

4

Translation into a Software Development Tool

The theory summarised in Section 3 has been used to implement VyPR, a framework for the performance analysis of Python programs (most often, web services)
along with an ecosystem of supporting tools. VyPR provides facilities for specification of program performance, automatic instrumentation with respect to specifications, efficient online monitoring and in-depth offline analysis. More information, along with documentation, can be found at http://pyvypr.github.io/home/.
The discussion in this section draws on experience from addressing the challenges encountered when implementing VyPR. These challenges can be divided
into two categories:
– Determining how to implement a tool based on the theory given so far that
enables specification and then performs instrumentation and monitoring automatically.
– Determining how to enable software engineers to benefit as much as possible
from the resulting tool.
4.1

A Python Library for CFTL

The first step a software engineer takes when using VyPR is writing their specifications. The process of a software engineer writing a formal specification is
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that of translation from a natural language specification to its equivalent in the
specification language. To facilitate this process, we opted to build a Python
library, PyCFTL, with which engineers can write their specifications and supply
them to VyPR. To demonstrate PyCFTL, we consider the CFTL specification
∀s ∈ changes(x) : timeBetween(s, dest(next(s, calls(query)))) < 1
and construct it in Python code using the PyCFTL library
1
2
3
4

Forall ( s = changes (" x ")).\
Check ( lambda s : (
timeBetween (s , s . next_call (" query "). result ()) < 1
))

Here, we see two key translations:
Quantifiers. The single quantifier is built at line 1 by instantiating the Forall
class using Python’s keyword argument feature to introduce the variable s. The
predicates implemented in the PyCFTL library match those defined in the CFTL
semantics, namely changes and calls.
Constraints. The constraint to be checked at each point of interest identified by
the quantifier is defined between lines 2 and 4 by passing a lambda expression
to the method Check defined on the Forall instance. The arguments of this
lambda expression must match the variables bound by the quantifiers. Hence, in
this case, our lambda has the single argument s.
The constraint definition also includes one of the key features of PyCFTL:
variables bound by quantifiers contain objects that can be treated like the events
they represent. For example, using the variable s that holds a state, we can refer
to the next call along using the method next call. We can then get the state
immediately after that call using the method result.
In Figure 3 we give a further example, which demonstrates more of the PyCFTL
library. Once a specification is written, the next concern to address is how to
deal with Python software that contains multiple modules and classes. In the
current implementation of VyPR, we wrap PyCFTL in a layer that allows
software engineers to indicate to which individual functions in their code a given
specification should apply. Figure 4 gives an example.
In Figure 4, lines 2-8 give an example of explicit indication and lines 1014 give an example of indication using compilation. Explicit indication involves
the software engineer manually telling VyPR which package, module and then
either 1) function or 2) class/method to instrument and monitor.
This approach to specification gives rise to the problem that software engineers may not know precisely where in their system they would like to measure
something. To ease the situation, we have begun development of a set of helper
classes to enable indication using compilation. In practice, this means that, when
a software engineer uses a helper class such as Functions, VyPR will inspect
the symbolic control-flow graph of each function in a system and select it for
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∀s ∈ changes(auth) :
∀c ∈ future(s, calls(query)) :
s(authenticated) = True =⇒ duration(c) < 2
Forall ( s = changes (" auth ")).\
Forall ( c = calls (" query " , after =" s ")).\
Check ( lambda s , c : (
If ( s (" auth "). equals ( True )). then ( c . duration () < 2)
))
Fig. 3. Another example of the PyCFTL specification library.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

{
" package . module ": { # explicit indication
" class . method ": [
Forall ( c = calls (" func ")). Check (
lambda c : c . duration () < 1
)
]
},
# indication using compilation
Functions ( containing_change_of =" threshold "): [
Forall ( s = changes (" threshold ")). Check (
lambda s : s (" threshold ") < 10
)
]
}

Fig. 4. An example of how to tell VyPR where to instrument and monitor for a
specification.

monitoring if it fulfils the criteria given as an argument. Since system-wide static
analysis is an obvious source of inefficiency, part of our development efforts involve caching results to mitigate the situation.
4.2

Instrumentation and Monitoring

The instrumentation and monitoring algorithms implemented by VyPR are
those described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively, extended to the setting
of a system with multiple functions written across multiple files.
Instrumentation. This algorithm consists of inserting code in places appropriate
for the specification given so that a dynamic run can be generated at runtime. To
achieve this, a specification built using PyCFTL generates a structure in memory
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that VyPR can use, along with the symbolic control-flow graph of each relevant
function in a system, to determine where to place new code. Placement of the
code is performed statically by 1) adding new entries to the abstract syntax tree
(easily obtained via Python’s standard library) for each instrumentation point;
2) compiling to bytecode and 3) renaming the original source code file. This
renaming prevents Python’s default behaviour of recompiling bytecode when
disparities between it and source code are detected.
The exact instrumentation code placed depends on the specification given.
For example, if the specification calls for the measurement of a duration, VyPR
will place code that records timestamps and computes their difference. The communication between instrumentation code and the monitoring algorithm is performed via a queue, since the monitoring algorithm runs asynchronously from
the monitored program. For more information on how VyPR performs instrumentation, see our previous work [33].
Monitoring. This algorithm is responsible for processing the dynamic runs generated by instrumentation code, generating verdicts and sending the data to
a central server for later analysis. So far, we have not needed our monitoring
algorithm to feed verdict information back into the running program, so our
implementation is asynchronous.
Since we work with Python, we face the challenge of the Global Interpreter
Lock (GIL) [6], the mechanism used to make the Python interpreter thread-safe.
Its major disadvantage is that threads running code that is not IO-heavy are
not run asynchronously because the GIL is based on mutual exclusion. However,
threads with IO activity can run asynchronously because the GIL is released
for IO. Since we developed VyPR primarily for web services, the significant IO
activity required for reading incoming requests, writing outgoing responses and
performing database queries release the GIL to allow VyPR to run.
If one were to consider applying VyPR elsewhere, we have already highlighted that the current implementation of VyPR can generate high overhead
if there is more work being done by monitoring than by the monitored program [32]. However, either by using multiprocessing or existing techniques for
bypassing the GIL [3], we can remove this problem.
4.3

Storing Verdicts

Once our monitoring implementation generates verdicts, it sends them, along
with a collection of other data, to a central repository to be stored in a relational
database schema. This central repository of data, called the verdict server, is a
separate system in itself with which VyPR communicates via HTTP. The server
is responsible for:
– Storing verdicts, along with the measurements taken to reach those verdicts
and paths taken by monitored functions.
– Providing an API that VyPR uses to send all of the data collected during
instrumentation and monitoring.
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– Providing APIs for our analysis tools (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2).
– Serving our web-based analysis environment (see Section 5.1).
The server is implemented in Python using the Flask [10] framework with SQLite
[8] as a backend database. The relational database is designed to store the data
generated by VyPR at runtime compactly, meaning that our analysis tools are
designed to enable straightforward access of data stored in a non-trivial schema.
Finally, while we have plans to move away from SQLite to use a more robust
database system, SQLite has met our needs so far.

5

Analysing Monitoring Results

An area that has received little attention from the RV community is the analysis
of results of program monitoring. Our experience with VyPR has shown that
the analysis tools provided by a program analysis framework are as important
as the specification tools.
This is especially true when one is attempting to help software engineers
explain violations of their specifications. In this direction, we have found that
the way in which the results of our explanation work described in Section 3.6 are
presented is just as important as the way in which the explanations are derived.
We now describe the analysis tools in the VyPR ecosystem, which include
1) a web-based environment for visual inspection of monitoring results; and
2) a Python library for writing analysis scripts. The aim of these tools is to
make investigation of monitoring data straightforward and facilitate engineers
in finding explanations of violations of their specifications. Details on usage can
be found at https://pyvypr.github.io/home/use-vypr.html.
5.1

A Web-based Analysis Environment

Since inspection of some data generated by VyPR lends itself best to a graphical
user interface, part of the VyPR ecosystem is a web application. The application
enables sophisticated, in-depth inspection to be performed with just a few clicks
in the web browser. We now present key features.
Explicit links between specifications and source code. In our analysis environment, we allow engineers to select parts of their specifications to focus on relevant parts of their source code. This allows understanding from the engineer of
precisely which part of their code they are analysing.
The performance of individual statements. Similarly to existing work on performance data visualisation performed by the Software Engineering community
[21,27,26], our analysis environment displays the data from monitoring in the
context of the relevant code. In fact, results from monitoring for specifications
written in CFTL lend themselves easily to such a representation because of
CFTL’s low-level nature, meaning measurements can be linked directly to lines
of source code.
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Separating performance data by verdict. When viewing a plot of measurements
taken during monitoring, it is reasonable for an engineer to want to see only the
measurements that generated either satisfaction or violation. With the analysis
environment, engineers can plot measurements and then filter them by whether
the specification being monitored was satisfied or violated.
Program path highlighting. Given the path reconstruction approach described
in Section 3.6, the analysis environment can highlight paths in code up to and
between measurements. It can also highlight paths taken by whole function calls.
Since it is expected that performance data is visualised across many function calls, we use colour-coding to highlight source code based on how well a
specification was satisfied or how severely it was violated on average.
Without the analysis environment, these tasks would require in-depth knowledge
of the schema in which data is stored and non-trivial post-processing.
5.2

A Python Analysis Library

For the cases in which the analysis environment is not suitable, we built a Python
library. This library helps software engineers to automate their inspection of
performance data by writing scripts.
In order to make writing scripts as intuitive as possible, the library is designed
similarly to an Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) [7,39]. That is, the library
provides classes that mirror tables in a relational schema so that each row in a
table becomes an instance of the table’s class. Methods defined on these instances
then reflect either foreign key relationships between tables, or perform more
complex queries. In practice, rather than operating directly on a database, the
library communicates with the verdict server via the server’s analysis API.
In addition to the ORM, the analysis library provides facilities for postprocessing of data generated by VyPR. These facilities greatly simplify otherwise complex tasks, which we now describe.
Comparison of Program Paths. Each time a function monitored by VyPR is
executed, program path information is generated by additional instrumentation.
It is then coupled with the set of verdicts. Each measurement taken during
monitoring is mapped to this path information, so paths up to and between
measurements can be reconstructed.
The program path information generated is a sequence of integers, each of
which being the unique ID of a more complex path condition. Measurements
are mapped into this sequence of integers via a pair consisting of an offset and
a reaching path length, both also integers. The offset identifies the prefix of the
sequence whose path conditions lead to the branch on which the measurement
was taken. The reaching path length tells us how far along this branch to traverse
before the precise statement at which the measurement was taken is reached.
The algorithm that performs this transformation (described in [32]) is integrated with the ORM. The result is that 1) objects representing function calls
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define methods to reconstruct the entire path taken by those calls; and 2) objects
representing measurements define methods that reconstruct paths up to those
measurements. Classes are also provided to help identify where paths disagree
and how, using the notion of path parameters described in Section 3.6.
Construction of Call Trees. If multiple functions in a system are monitored by
VyPR, enough information about each function call is stored that the call tree
can be partially reconstructed (it will be missing calls of any function that is not
monitored). Since VyPR associates measurements with the function call during
which they were taken, it is also possible to reconstruct the call tree occurring
during a measurement (if the measurement is over a function call).
Path Comparison with Call Trees. Suppose that a function f calls a function
g, both of which are monitored by VyPR. Suppose further that one of the
specifications written over f is the following
Forall ( c = calls (" g ")). Check ( lambda c : c . duration () < 1)

Then, since path information exists for g, we can use comparison of the paths
taken through g to explain the verdicts generated by f. The analysis library
makes this straightforward again by implementing the notion of path parameters.
Call Trees over Multiple Machines. If programs on multiple machines are monitored by VyPR, with both instances of VyPR pointing to the same verdict
server and synchronised via some global clock such as NTP [4], monitoring results from each machine can be combined. In particular, the analysis library’s
call tree reconstruction algorithm can detect when a function call from one machine took place during a function call on another. The advantage of this that
we have so far used is that one can use comparison of the paths traversed on one
machine to explain measurements on another.

6

VyPR in Practice

We conclude with a description of our operational experience with VyPR at
the CMS Experiment [9] at the LHC [11] at CERN. We discuss our experience
analysing a system to which VyPR has been applied extensively, resulting in
a detailed understanding of its performance. More detail on the investigations
presented here can be found in our tutorial material.
6.1

Finding Performance Problems

Our case study is a web service used at the CMS Experiment for uploading
certain data needed in physics analyses to a central database. The service consists
of a client program and a server; the client is responsible for reading in and
performing some initial checks on data, and the server is responsible for final
checks and all database operations. The investigation that we describe here is
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purely on the server-side, but we have used VyPR’s analysis facilities to see how
the two components of the service behave together. To generate the data that
we use here, we replayed 4000 instances of data upload from a repository that
we have been building up over the past 3 years of data collection at the LHC.
Defining Specifications. We consider a function that is responsible for performing
some checks which vary depending on the existing state of the target database.
Hence, there are two branches that can be taken and then a final database query.
We need to investigate the time taken to get from the start of these branches,
to the return of the database query at the end. Our specification for this is
Forall ( q = changes (" tag ")).\
Forall ( c = calls (" commit " , after =" q ")).\
Check ( lambda q , c : timeBetween (q , c . result ()) < 1.2)

This specification will actually lead to VyPR recording more data than we need
because of the structure of the monitored code. In our analysis script, we deal
with this.
We also need to measure the time taken by some key functions that are called
on the paths of interest. VyPR associates measurements with the statements in
code from which they were taken, so we write a specification placing an arbitrary
constraint over the function calls that we care about. It is then easy to get the
measurements that were taken along relevant paths in our monitored function.
Analysing Results. We give a brief description of how we used our analysis library
to write a script which generated the plot shown in Figure 5. The script contains
the following steps:
1. Select the function in the system that we need to analyse. For that function,
choose the specifications.
2. Since our main specification contains two quantifiers, select the two statements in code between which we will be comparing paths.
3. Get all measurements of the time taken for runs of the function to get between the two statements that we have selected, such that the specification
was violated. Additionally get all measurements of function call durations
taken on the relevant paths.
Once all measurements have been obtained, we still need to separate them by
which path was taken. To do this, we use the analysis library’s implementation
of path parameters. This involves:
1. Intersecting all of the paths that we obtain between the two statements we
selected.
2. Finding the single point (in this case) where the paths disagree, which is
represented by a path parameter.
3. Finding the value given to this path parameter by each path, ie, the sub-path
taken in the region of disagreement.
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Fig. 5. The plot we built with our analysis library to show the range of time measurements for violations along two distinct paths through some source code.

It is then straightforward to group the measurements by the path that was taken,
allowing Figure 5 to be divided with respect to the two possible sub-paths found.
It is clear from these plots that one path taken in the region of disagreement
resulted in far worse performance. Further, from the inclusion of the times taken
by the two key function calls on those paths, we see that one of the two tends
to be to blame for the peaks.
Ultimately, the results of this investigation and others will be fed into the
development process at CMS to help consolidate the service. This will be helped
by our work on applying VyPR during Continuous Integration [37].

7

Future Work

There are many directions for future work, which we divide into the following
categories:
– Instrumentation. There are clear opportunities for improvement of VyPR’s
instrumentation process.
– Analysis environment improvements. We aim to minimise the need for the
analysis library.
– More expressive specifications. Classes of properties such as those written
over multiple functions currently cannot be expressed directly in CFTL.
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– Performance analysis in Continuous Integration. Work is ongoing on extending VyPR to combine functional testing with performance analysis [37].

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we described the current state of VyPR, a framework for the
performance analysis of Python web services. We summarised our theoretical
contributions, which include an engineer-friendly specification language, along
with instrumentation, monitoring and explanation strategies. We continued by
describing the implementation of the VyPR framework, while we also discussed
the challenges of making such a framework as useful as possible for software engineers. We introduced our analysis tools which mark a significant contribution
to the area of analysing monitoring results. Finally, we summarised an investigation that improved our understanding of a critical service running at the CMS
Experiment at CERN.
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